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This bachelor thesis reports on the implementation of a semantic search engine based on word embeddings. The dataset comes from the ARTigo ecosystems, which comprises at the same time a tagging system (folksonomy) and a search engine for images of artworks. Word/document embeddings consist of a technique for representing a textual document as a vector of real numbers. The basic premise of word embeddings is that words or documents which appear in similar contexts are represented by similar vectors. In the course of this thesis, the two word embedding techniques word2vec and doc2vec were both trained and evaluated in order to creating a semantic artwork search engine for the ARTigo dataset, namely art2vec.

Many word embedding techniques rely on deep learning models based on neural networks. Almost all of word2vec’s hyper-parameters were experimented and refined with the focus on improving the recall for search queries, i.e. finding artworks not explicitly tagged with the queried search terms. Word2vec and doc2vec include two different algorithms for training the embeddings, which are differently suited for dissimilar tasks.

Both a vector representation and a simpler synonym list generation approach were experimented. Considering various semantic aspects, the quality of the semantic similarity between words and documents that are extracted from the embeddings were evaluated. So that these document vectors can be integrated into a search engine, an algorithm for generating query vectors from ARTigo’s search queries is presented in this thesis.

Finally, an evaluation by users is reported about the recall improvements resulted from each of the applied word embedding approaches. Word2vec’s averaged word vectors outperformed the other two approaches in all tag categories evaluated. Indeed good results were achieved only for surface (67.90%) and deep semantics (77.16%) tags. So that specially long queries can offer a good retrieval quality, in future work word2vec parameters have to be refined again and the developed query vector algorithm must be polished.

Viele Techniken zum Einbetten von Wörtern gründen auf Deep-Learning-Modellen, die auf neuronalen Netzen basieren. Nahezu für alle Hyperparameter von word2vec wurden Experimente durchgeführt, in denen die Parameterwerte verfeinert wurden. Der Fokus dabei lag darauf, den Rückruf (Recall) für Suchanfragen zu verbessern, d.h. das Finden von Kunstwerken, die nicht explizit mit den abgefragten Suchbegriffen gekennzeichnet sind, zu ermöglichen.

Experimente wurden sowohl für eine Vektordarstellung als auch für einen einfachen Ansatz zur Erzeugung von Synonymlisten ausgeführt. Unter Berücksichtigung verschiedener semantischer Aspekte wird die Qualität der semantischen Ähnlichkeit zwischen Wörtern und Dokumenten, die aus den Worteinbettungen extrahiert werden, bewertet. Um diese Dokumentvektoren in eine Suchmaschine integrieren zu können, wird in dieser Arbeit ein Algorithmus zur Generierung von Anfragevektoren aus ARTigo-Suchanfragen vorgestellt.

Schließlich werden bei einer nutzerbasierten Auswertung Recall-Verbesserungen in den Suchergebnissen, die durch jeden der angewandten Word-Embedding-Ansätze hervorgerufen wurden, beleuchtet. Die durchschnittlichen Wortvektoren von word2vec übertrafen die beiden anderen Ansätze in allen bewerteten Kategorien. Tatsächlich wurden nur für die oberflächlichen semantischen Tags (67,90%) und die vertieften semantischen Tags (77,16%) gute Ergebnisse erzielt. Damit lange Suchanfragen auch eine gute Abrufqualität bieten können, müssen in Zukunft die word2vec-Parameter erneut verfeinert und der entwickelte Abfragevektoralgorithmus optimiert werden.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

In information retrieval (IR), a search engine is a system designed to find specific information on a computer or in a computer network [9]. This system aims to minimize the time required to find information and the amount of information which must be consulted. Search engines can be assigned to many classes: source (file system, web, human computation), content type (full text, image, video), interface (incremental, semantic search), topic.

This bachelor thesis is limited to search engines for documents that are tagged (annotated) via human-based computation games, or often called games with a purpose (GWAPs). Such kind of search engine was created by a system called ARTigo [26, 25], which offers several GWAPs for annotating images of artworks. The collection of artwork pictures available on ARTigo is mostly authored by European artists from “the long nineteenth century”, an artistic and linguistic period starting at the end of the 18th century and ending at the beginning of the 20th century.

The implementation in this thesis is based on the data acquired by ARTigo for building an image search engine. Image retrieval systems are computer systems for searching digital images mostly from large databases. Though great progress within applications on computer vision has been made in recent years, the most common image search systems are based on metadata such as keywords/tags.

Just as in full text search engines, these keywords are indexed and stored in a database, and then used to match search queries whose results (documents) are ranked by relevance. The usefulness of a search engine depends on the relevance of the results it returns. In order to find out what the most relevant documents are for a particular search query, there are many aspects that need to be observed within an IR system. The classic IR models such as vector space (VSM) and probabilistic models do not overcome the many challenging problems on document relevance ranking. VSM relies on vector representation of documents and queries mostly based on term frequency.

One of the most challenging problems in IR systems founded on natural languages is detecting the semantics of documents and queries. In general, different words can have the same meaning (synonymy) while one word can have different meanings (polysemy). Consequently, many relevant documents are not retrieved by a regular search engine that matches only across keywords. The issues caused by this linguistic phenomenon can be reduced by considering contextual related words or synonyms in the ranking process. Using concepts of semantic search and applying techniques of natural language processing
(NLP) is an efficient way of measuring the semantic similarity along documents. NLP is a subfield of computational linguistics and artificial intelligence which focuses on algorithms to process and analyze large amounts of natural language data.

Processing very big quantity of data in trivial time has turned into a common computational task in the last few decades. Hence, many subfields of computer science have re-emerged including NLP. Therefore, popular web search engines such as Google and Bing have become quite refined. Open source platforms for implementing search engines have also profited from the progresses on computational time cost. These days, APIs such as Apache Solr\(^1\) and Elasticsearch\(^2\) have become the consolidated state-of-the-art tools that help build search engines.

Google’s most recent search infrastructure makes use of NLP for analyzing the entered keywords and considering the analysis results in the ranking of documents along the internet. For example, their synonym system helps the algorithm know what the user means, even if a word has multiple definitions\(^3\). Under many NLP techniques for discovering relationships among words, one that has recently grown in attention is the use of neural networks for generating word embeddings. Word embeddings consist on mapping the words of the vocabulary into vectors of real numbers. This roots back to the vector space model in IR. Word embeddings can be seen as a technique for weighting terms in a term-document matrix of predefined and fixed number of dimensions. In short terms, words and documents that are similar tend to have similar vector representations. Word2vec\(^10,11\), GloVe\(^15\) and fastText\(^7\) are competitive word embedding approaches in trend at the moment.

**Motivation**

This thesis reports the implementation of a semantic search engine based on tagged images of artworks. The data source comes from the previously mentioned system ARTigo, in which users can tag images by playing several games with a purpose (GWAPs). Up to November 2018, 68,891 artworks were tagged summing 9,235,864 taggings in German, 997,134 in English and 44,456 in French. ARTigo offers with no doubt an efficient collaborative tagging system (so called folksonomy) for artworks through its many different GWAPs. Nevertheless, there is still a research gap between the collected taggings and the use of them to implement a search engine.

A search engine such as ARTigo faces many other issues besides polysemy and synonymy that are deciding for an accurate image retrieval. For example, spelling errors can occur very often when users enter text as input. A spelling error is characterized by the grammatically wrong form of the entered word. Differing from spelling errors, when a user accidentally inputs a wrong letter that is nearby within the keyboard, or one letter just ends up missing, this is called typo. In ARTigo’s platform, typos and spelling errors are good examples of problems that can appear in both queries and documents, since the text content of the documents are also generated by regular users and cannot be validated/corrected without a lot of human effort.

Automatically detecting and correcting spelling errors and typos require the use of several NLP techniques. Therefore, the work in this thesis will concentrate on scaling semantic similarity between documents with the use of word embedding frameworks to retrieve images of artworks. However, the promising results that can be gained with word embeddings cannot be easily integrated into a search engine. This is due to the fact that a search query reside in a different space than documents. Still search queries must have the same
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\(^1\)Apache Solr: [http://lucene.apache.org/solr/](http://lucene.apache.org/solr/)

\(^2\)Elasticsearch API: [https://www.elastic.co/](https://www.elastic.co/)

\(^3\)Google’s search process: [https://www.google.com/intl/ALL/search/howsearchworks/algorithms/](https://www.google.com/intl/ALL/search/howsearchworks/algorithms/)
dimension as documents, so that they can be compared against each other. A word embedding approach can just imply a vector representation for terms present in the given search query, instead of semantically representing these terms as a query related to expected similar documents. That imposes a challenge when using word embedding techniques such as word2vec in search engines.

Another issue of same relevance is that the efficiency of the word similarities can vary a lot by type of text corpora and strongly depends on the chosen algorithms along with their several possible parametrizations. To minimize the spectrum of these interdependent problems, many different integration methods can be applied as well as automated evaluation tests for word embedding models are available.

In chapter 3, two different approaches are presented. The main approach is divided into two sub-approaches. First, word2vec is trained on ARTigo’s taggings and the generated word vectors are used to build groups of related words that are written into Solr’s synonym lists. Thus, for the most frequent terms in the vocabulary also their related terms within the dataset are taken into consideration by the search process. The second approach within word2vec relies on averaging the trained word vectors into document vectors in order to compare them by cosine similarity. After refining the parameters through automated evaluation, both of these approaches can retain the semantic meaning between the documents. Therefore, this technique is very likely to improve the recall, since many relevant artworks containing none of the query terms might be included in the result set.

The second approach within word embeddings is to train a doc2vec model (an extension of word2vec) which represents not only words but also documents as vectors. These document vectors are extracted and imported into Solr’s core. Every search query is initially given as full text to the previously trained doc2vec model which estimates the vector representation for that text. In the end, this query vector is used by a Solr plugin to build a vector scoring based on cosine similarity or dot product. Depending on the size of the document collection and the number of vector dimensions, the vector scoring can consume an undesirable amount of time comparing to other scoring approaches.

Ranking algorithms are one of the important factors in the basis of a search engine. The most used IR model is the vector space model (VSM), which achieves better performance for general document collections compared to boolean and probabilistic models. In VSM, documents and queries are represented by vectors of same dimensions and each dimension corresponds to an individual term. If a term occurs in the document, its value in the vector is non-zero. These term weights are often computed by a statistical method called “term frequency”-“inverse document frequency” (TF-IDF) that is intended to reflect how important a word is to a document in a corpus. ARTigo’s current search is based on the search engine platform Apache Lucene/Solr, which implements the VSM model. This work keeps Solr as underlying infrastructure with the goal of making a future integration with the current search on the production website much easier. Besides that, some of the developed applications could be used to build or extend a Solr-based search engine with semantic features for text data of any topic.
CHAPTER 2

Related work

Image search engines can differ in several aspects. One of them is the original source of the texts in natural language that represent the documents. So that images can be retrieved without using computer vision, their metadata and/or descriptions have to be first provided. The image description is often composed by user-generated tags. In the end, the source text (tags) represent a document in IR, which is assigned to an image file. ARTigo is a platform where users alone produce the source text by tagging artwork images. The ARTigo search engine takes these same texts to provide users search results that match queries entered also by other users that might not have contributed to collect the data. ARTigo’s tagging system is built up on “games with a purpose” (GWAPs), in which the tags are collected in a recreational way by playing games. These human-generated tags result in a data structure called folksonomy [24]. This data structure is defined by a tuple \((U, T, R, Y)\) of sets \(U, T, R\) and a tripartite relation \(Y \subseteq U \times T \times R\). These sets are composed by users \(U\), tags \(T\) and resources \(R\) (images in this case), while \(Y\) represents the set of tag assignments. A post is the collection of tag assignments with the same user and same resource.

Currently, ARTigo offers a simple keyword search and a advanced search by artist, title, year and location. The result images are in a list with their tag clouds. As IR model, ARTigo’s search engine implements VSM with TF-IDF [18] as weighting factor which is a good technique for building general search engines. TF stands for term frequency, representing the number of occurrences of a particular term in a particular document. IDF (inverse document frequency) corresponds to the number of documents in the collection to which the term is assigned.

Given a set of documents \(D\), a document \(d\) and a term \(t\), TF-IDF\((t, d, D)\) is defined by the product of both measures

\[
tf(t, d) \cdot idf(t, D)
\]

Depending on the use case, different weighting schemes for TF and IDF can be applied. In the VSM model, a document \(d\) and a query \(q\) are represented by vectors of weights (TF-IDF) of same dimension that are defined as \(d_i = \{w_{1i}, w_{2i}, \ldots, w_{ni}\}\) and \(q = \{w_{1q}, w_{2q}, \ldots, w_{nq}\}\), where \(w_i\) is the weight for the term \(i\). In relevance ranking, the similarity between a query and a document is often calculated by the cosine of the angle between their vectors

\[
\cos \theta = \frac{(d \cdot q)}{(||d|| \cdot ||q||)}
\]

where \(||d||\) is the norm of vector \(d\) and \(||q||\) is the norm of vector \(q\).
Although VSM with TF-IDF delivers good retrieval quality in common use cases, this model has a number of shortcomings. One of the main issues is that in VSM terms are seen as unrelated entities, thus the semantics of documents and queries are not captured. Also, the dimension of the term-document matrix grows proportionally to the number of terms in the index. Furthermore, the document representation cannot be easily extended to other structures besides terms. If one would like to represent a document with extra features such as topic or subtopic and use these features while ranking the documents, then TF-IDF weighting has to be at least adapted for each new feature to function properly.

In order to overcome these classic VSM problems, recent word embedding techniques can be used. Word embeddings are representations of words in a low-dimensional vector space. Such concept was first introduced by Deerwester et al in the work “Indexing by latent semantic analysis”. While some word embedding techniques work on factorizing a term-document matrix, other train a model to predict a word from a given context, such as word2vec. There are other word embedding methods based on graph algorithms such as LINE \[22\] and DeepWalk \[16\]. An earlier approach for representing words as high-dimensional vectors is presented by Schütze and Pedersen \[21\], in which words are defined to be similar if they have similar co-occurrence patterns. However, this technique has shown to deliver lower correlations with human intuition comparing to some of the other mentioned methods \[2\].

### 2.1 Latent semantic analysis (LSA)

A search engine for ARTigo that applies word embeddings was already conceptualized by Wieser et al. \[25\] using higher-order latent semantic analysis (LSA). LSA, also known as latent semantic indexing (LSI), is an indexing technique that uses a method from the linear algebra called singular value decomposition (SVD). Higher-order means that the data structure has an order greater than matrices. SVD consists in the factorization of a real or complex matrix (i.e. tensors) and is used to recognize relationships between words in unstructured text. It projects each word in a subspace of a predefined number of dimensions. As soon as the vectorial representation of words is obtained, the semantic similarity between two term vectors can typically be measured by the cosine of the angle between their respective vectors.

In Wieser’s work, the proposed semantic search also models the users that collected the tags of each artwork. For that reason, a tensor instead of a matrix is needed to create the mathematical structure for the model. Just like a matrix can be seen as a multidimensional vector, a tensor can be seen as a multidimensional matrix. After applying SVD on them, these tensors are transformed back into matrices so that the cosine similarity can be computed. Higher-Order SVD can help to overcome synonymy (multiple words with similar meaning) while it lacks on capturing polysemy (multiple meanings of a word). The computational costs of this method are very high but its runtime complexity can be reduced via parallelization \[25\]. However, this implementation is currently not deployed in the ARTigo’s production website.

### 2.2 Word2vec

After LSA being popularized in the early 1990s, word embeddings have gained attention again when word2vec was released in 2013. Word2vec is one of the word embedding approaches that use neural networks for producing the vector representation of words. In the modern days, an artificial neural network is mostly structured by three layers (input, hidden, output) containing elementary units called artificial neurons or nodes. Each node
receives one or more inputs that are often weighted, and then the sum of the inputs are passed into a non-linear function known as activation function. The activation function defines the output of a node given an input or set of inputs. It also maps the resulting values into desired ranges such as between 0 to 1 or -1 to 1. Its output is then used as input for the next node and so on, until a desired solution to the original problem is found.

A subfield of artificial intelligence, machine learning (ML), aims to effectively perform a specific computational task with use of models and inference instead of giving explicit instructions. These models rely on algorithms that are used to predict the solution for a problem based on a set of examples of problems (data entities) often together with their respective solutions (labels). This set of sample data is also known as training data. The most important difference between applications based on machine learning techniques and regular programming is that in ML the system needs to know what has to be solved and not explicitly how to solve the problem. Many ML algorithms use neural networks to train data in order to make predictions or decisions without the need of custom programming for that specific topic. Most of ML techniques apply feature extraction, which is a dimensionality reduction process, where an initial set of raw variables is reduced to more manageable groups (features) for processing, while still accurately and completely describing the original data set. This process results in a feature vector, what can be comparable to the word vectors generated by word2vec.

Basically, word2vec is used for finding semantic similarity among words. A list (corpus) of lists of words (documents) is given as input, and the output is a list of vectors of same dimension, each containing values between -2 and 2 for every dimension. Each of these vectors represent one unique word present in the input list. Two or more vectors can then easily be compared via cosine similarity, whose result defines the semantic relatedness between the words assigned to these vectors. Word2vec has a set of hyper-parameters that can be refined to train different kind of datasets.

Word2vec is a set of two independent shallow, two-layered neural networks: continuous bag of words (CBOW) and skip-gram. In these models, a window of a given size moves along the corpus, and in every step the language model is trained on the words within this context span. In essence, the CBOW algorithm predicts a word based on a given context while the skip-gram predicts a context based on a given word [10].

### 2.2.1 CBOW model

CBOW is similar to the feedforward neural network language model (NNLM), which consists of input, projection, hidden and output layers. On NNLM, the $N$ previous words are encoded in the input layer using 1-of-$V$ coding, where $V$ is size of the vocabulary. The bag of words model removes the non-linear hidden layer from NNLM and shares the projection layer with all words (not only the projection matrix). Since the word vectors are averaged, the word position in the vocabulary does not influence the projection. The model is called continuous BOW because it takes words from both history and future context [10].

### 2.2.2 Skip-gram model

Skip-gram is similar to CBOW, but instead of predicting the current word based on the context, it tries to maximize the classification of a word with base on another words in the same sentence. More specifically, it uses each current word as an input to a log-linear classifier with continuous projection layer, and predict words within a certain range before and after the current word. Increasing the context range (window) improves quality of the resulting embeddings, though it also leverages the computational complexity. Skip-gram
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gives less weight to the distant words by sampling less from those words in the training examples, seen that the more distant words are usually less related to the current word than those close to it [10].

2.2.3 Optimization strategies

Both CBOW and skip-gram architectures are equipped with two distinct optimization techniques: hierarchical softmax (HS) and negative sampling (NEG). The key benefit of HS is that, to obtain the probability distribution, only about \( \log_2(W) \) nodes need to be evaluated in the neural network, instead of evaluating \( W \) output nodes. Hierarchical softmax represents the output layer with the \( W \) words as leaves of a binary tree and for every node, there is a representation of the relative probabilities of its child nodes. These features determine a random walk that assigns probabilities to words. In word2vec, a binary Huffman tree is used for HS, what makes a significant difference on the performance, as it assigns short codes to the frequent words what results in faster training [11].

Noise contrastive estimation (NCE) is a technique which supposes that a good model should be able to differentiate data from noise through logistic regression, being an alternative to the hierarchical softmax approach. Negative sampling simplifies NCE. While NCE needs both samples and the numerical probabilities of the noise distribution, NEG uses just samples. Noisy data defines the additional meaningless information in it called noise. Hence, it distinguishes the target word \( w_0 \) from draws of the noise distribution \( P_n(w) \) using logistic regression, where there are \( k \) negative samples for each data sample. NEG shows not only to be faster, but it also outperforms hierarchical softmax in the tests performed in [10] for the Google News dataset.

2.2.4 Word vectors evaluation

According to Mikolov’s experiments [10], skip-gram performs better on semantic and CBOW stronger on syntactic tasks. For example, skip-gram tends to outperform when one makes analogy questions such as “does man relates to woman as father relates to mother?” because, unlike CBOW, it considers the word order in a phrase. CBOW however seems to detect syntactic features such as plural-singular relatedness (men relates to man) better than skip-gram. These are the results of experiments with a big and general corpus in the English language. That means for every type and amount of data these both models could and should be used differently than in the mentioned evaluation.

In order to evaluate the accuracy of the trained word vectors in all parameter experiments, a test set of analogical reasoning for semantic and syntactic tasks that contains both words and phrases has to be developed. A typical analogy question pair could be “Montreal”:“Montreal Canadiens”:“Toronto”:“Toronto Maple Leafs” . It is considered to have been answered correctly if the nearest representation to \( \text{vec}(\text{Montreal Canadiens}) - \text{vec}(\text{Montreal}) + \text{vec}(\text{Toronto}) \) is \( \text{vec}(\text{Toronto Maple Leafs}) \). Similar to that, a simple vector addition can often produce results comparable to \( \text{vec}(\text{Germany}) + \text{vec}(\text{capital}) \) is close to \( \text{vec}(\text{Berlin}) \) [10]. The answer to one such analogy question obviously depends on the trained vocabulary and the context of the entire corpus. The more general and big the corpus is, the more accurate word2vec gets.

Word2vec includes a test set for evaluating models trained on corpora in the English language. Evaluation test sets for the German language have been developed by Müller [13] based on word2vec standards. These test sets were built to evaluate a trained Wikipedia corpus. Although the results of a particular semantically strong model were good with this test set, it should not be simply applied the same way for the evaluation of models trained on any kind of data. If the vocabulary in the corpus does not cover the one of the test set, then the quality of the evaluation reduces.
2.3 Doc2vec

The technique of learning semantic meanings among words using neural networks has been applied also at the document level [7]. While word2vec is able to build numerical representations (word vectors) of words and phrases, it cannot accomplish the task of representing documents as numerical vectors. Words put together build mostly logical structures based on a set of rules (syntax). In contrast, documents within whichever collection do not have any logical ordering. To address this issue, doc2vec has been implemented.

With raw word vectors, one is not able to find similarities between documents that contain the respective words. A common workaround is to average these word vectors to build document vectors. During averaging, a lot of semantic information from the word vectors can be lost. Doc2vec delivers document vectors that include the semantic similarity between them. That means, they can be compared with each other the same way word vectors can be compared in word2vec.

With doc2vec one is able to generate paragraph (sentence) embeddings of predefined dimensions along with word embeddings. This is basically done by adding the documents’ IDs into the training data. Doc2vec is heavily based on word2vec and it also consists in two main algorithms: distributed memory version of paragraph vector (PV-DM) and distributed bag of words version of paragraph vector (PV-DBOW). Syntactically seen, an information entity can usually start with a word, then it grows into phrases, which construct sentences and these are grouped into paragraphs. A document is nothing more than a set of paragraphs. In a nutshell, word2vec is capable of generating word and phrase embeddings, while doc2vec can process from sentence to document embeddings.

PV-DM is a small extension of word2vec’s CBOW model while PV-DBOW has a similar structure to word2vec’s skip-gram model. The memory usage in the PV-DBOW model is much lower for the reason that its architecture does not require to store the word vectors. In contrast, the PV-DM model shows in general to perform better results. Since there is too little research on doc2vec with folksonomies, a comparison with both training algorithms on ARTigo’s data would provide a good research opportunity.

2.4 Word embeddings integration with search engines

The goal of this section is to provide insights on how to integrate word embeddings with ARTigo’s existing infrastructure, namely Apache Lucene/Solr.

2.4.1 Synonym lists

The simplest way to use word2vec’s results in Solr is building a file that contains lists with the words associated to their related words or synonyms. Solr offers a built-in synonym graph filter [2] which maps single- or multi-token synonyms, producing a fully correct graph output. This filter can be easily configured to parse search queries and it can also be used for indexing multiword expressions. A great set of tools that accomplishes these features for the English language was developed by Dice [3]. It includes weighted synonym term expansion at query time.

Solr’s synonym file must contain one word per line with its list of related terms. One can map synonyms in two different kinds of lists: single comma-separated lists of words (e.g. couch,sofa,divan) and pair of comma-separated lists of words with the symbols “=” between them (e.g. ginormous,humungous = large,huge). With the option, if the token matches
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any of the words, then all the words in the list are substituted, which will include the original token. In the other way, if the token matches any word on the left, then the list on the right is substituted and the original token will not be included unless it is also in the list on the right. Nevertheless, depending on the structure of the synonym file and how the synonym graph filter was applied, the quality of the search results can vary a lot.

2.4.2 Vector approaches

Word2vec delivers different information about the word embeddings it builds. One of them is the vector representation for each word. A document could be seen as the sum or the average of the vectors of all its words. This approach is also known as simple averaging of word vectors. Another algorithms such as Google’s Universal Sentence Encoder [3] can be used to build the so called sentence/paragraph/document vectors. It consists on a deep averaging network (DAN) where input word embeddings and bigrams are averaged together and passed through a feed-forward deep neural network.

Applying this for a Solr-based search engine, one could store these vectors as documents on Solr’s index and use them for ranking. In order to do that, the queries need to be transformed into vectors as well. Unfortunately, word2vec does not offer a built-in method that translates a list of words into vectors based on the context of the loaded model. This issue is addressed by doc2vec. Doc2vec computes a vector representation for a particular new document in the corpus. This new document can be seen as the set of words contained in the search query. Since similar documents are represented by similar vectors, the query vector gets a similar representation to the documents related to it.

In doc2vec, a vector tries to grasp the semantic meaning of all the words in the context by placing the vector itself in each context. Hence, a document vector contains the semantic meaning of all the words in trained the corpus. In word2vec, each word preserves its own semantic meaning. Thus, summing up all the vectors or averaging them will result in a vector which could also have all the semantics preserved. If the vectors for transport and water are added, the result is almost equivalent to ship or boat. That means, the sum of the vectors leverages the semantic representation of the sentences by which they are composed. This approach could be used alternatively to doc2vec also for generating document and query vectors.

The last factor on vector scoring is to discuss the actual scoring process. Once the query vector is obtained from doc2vec or word2vec, Solr has to calculate the cosine similarity between the query and the document vectors. This technique can express better semantic relationships between queries and results than TF-IDF scoring. However, the quality of the results as well as the computational cost of the scoring process strongly depends on the dimensionality of the word vectors trained. Vector query parsing and vector scoring plugins for Solr were recently implemented [4-5].

An alternative to vector scoring plugins or Solr’s synonym filter could the library Deeplearning4J [6] which implements several neural network models including an out-of-the-box version of word2vec for the JVM. Apache Solr/Lucene is Java-based, so this lib could be used to load (or train too) a word2vec model directly inside an existing search engine. However, there is in advance no token filter developed for integrating Deeplearning4J’s word2vec with Lucene’s search process. Nor is there an integrated scoring function that work on vectors of predefined size. Thus, such a plugin must first be designed so that word2vec can work with Solr without using static synonym files or any other call stack for retrieving query vectors. With such solution, a good integration of the ML results in to the existing search infrastructure could be automated. That way, search indexes along with the

---

constant grow of word relatedness in the dynamic corpus would never get obsolete.

2.5 Comparative studies on word embedding algorithms

The high number of parameters in word2vec requires a deeper investigation of their configuration for every kind and size of text corpora. The vector size determines the number of dimensions of the produced embeddings. Higher embedding dimensions can store more information, and therefore permitting higher levels of expressiveness for the vector. Another relevant parameter is the initial learning rate of the algorithm, which defines its convergence speed. Fine-tuning that parameter is crucial to receive optimal results, because if chosen improperly, the learning process either converges very slowly or might be unable to converge at all [14].

Regardless of LSA being one of the most used methods for analyzing semantic relations of words in documents, models based on neural networks have recently gained attention in this field. Although it is not very clear if these models outperform LSA [2], word2vec has turned into a popular word embedding technique. The main difference between word2vec and LSA is that word2vec is a prediction-based model while LSA is a counter-based model. As word2vec’s memory usage is lower compared to LSA, this can be seen as an advantage for processing large datasets. On the other hand, word2vec’s performance drastically reduces if being trained on smaller sets of data [1]. For that reason, word2vec is only applicable for datasets with approximately 10 million words, what almost perfectly accords with the current amount of ARTigo’s taggings in German (> 9 million).

Testing another word embedding methods such as LSA along word2vec with different datasets is a common activity in this field. Checking out the range of the parameter values used in [1] can be helpful to estimate the ones likely to fit for the dataset to be experimented with. In the referenced paper, a case study of LSA and word2vec is made for small corpora. Word2vec tends to produce more refined word embeddings than LSA if the corpus size exceeds a minimum threshold. However, the conducted experiments used only skip-gram and negative sampling, as well as no minimum word frequency and all other parameters with their default values [1].

A meaningful comparative method between word2vec, GloVe and LINE including parametrization experiments is presented in [14]. This work is seen as specially relevant for the current thesis, because their tests are executed on two categories of datasets for evaluating embedding algorithms on tagging data. In each category, experiments are accomplished with three different datasets from tagged data of several topics. Although they test word2vec only with the CBOW architecture, the range of values for the evaluated parameters is wider than in [1].

In a quality evaluation, the work in [12] presents a few of the chosen techniques for this bachelor thesis. Common metrics such as MAP and MP@3 were used for optimization and evaluation. They evaluate the results with two test datasets: one small and one medium sized. Their technique of combining averaged word vectors from word2vec with TF-IDF is the best to perform in the two tested datasets. With doc2vec, there has been some computational problems that lead to limitations on its training process and thus ending up as a failed approach. They also apply the use of synonyms but with the goal of leveraging the quality of search results returned directly by a word embedding model. That is similar to what one can do with synonyms generated by word embeddings to improve Solr’s TF-IDF scoring. However, the synonym attempt in their study has brought no relevant results. Despite the good quality of the word embeddings, words have more than one meaning (polysemy), and word embeddings are not able to distinguish to which meaning a specific word in a query is referring to, thus leading to valid synonyms that do not relate to the query [12].
CHAPTER 3

Concepts behind art2vec

In this chapter, the methodology of the implementation of a semantic search engine called art2vec is presented. First, a deeper look into the dataset and its pre-processing is taken. The pre-processed data is then given as input into different training algorithms of word and document embedding techniques: word2vec and doc2vec. In this section, all used models are illustrated and their main parameters are listed. The training processes of the applied algorithms in word2vec and doc2vec are briefly described. Doc2vec is capable of inferring document vectors from a pre-trained model based on raw text input. For word2vec, a technique of averaging word vectors into document vectors is used. At the end of this chapter, an algorithm for generating query vectors from search requests is proposed and the proceedings for integrating its results into Solr are explained.

3.1 Pre-processing

Word2vec was built to work with sequential data in as much as the word’s position in the sentence is taken into consideration for generating the word embeddings. However, the sequence of tags normally does not hold any meaning [14], regarding the concept of ARTigo’s tagging system itself. In fact, if the sequence of the tags is changed, then word2vec will produce different word embeddings. For that reason, this bachelor thesis takes the challenge of experimenting with several possible configurations of the pre-processed tags (see Table 3.1). As doc2vec is based on word2vec, it is reasonable to take the configuration that achieves the best results with word2vec and then use it for training doc2vec. Taking different pre-processed data to experiment with doc2vec can be seen as future work.

In the folksonomy aspect, in contrast to Wieser’s work [25], the current thesis does not consider the set of users that tagged the images. Structuring the artworks by users who assigned their tags would not be a suitable document representation to be passed into word2vec’s or doc2vec’s algorithms. Therefore, the folksonomy structure needs to be optimized to \((T, R, Y) \mid Y \subseteq U \times T \times R\). Where \(T\) is the set of tags, \(R\) is the set of resources (images of artworks) and \(Y\) the set of tag assignments. Based on the proceedings in Niebler et al. [14], the tag assignments have been grouped into sentences with varied tag position, as described further in this section.

Depending on the dataset, pre-processing raw text in several different ways can be very time-consuming. Therefore, this project has developed a small tool for the automatic gen-
several representations for the same document per parameter configuration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>tag_count</th>
<th>c_max</th>
<th>outer_shuffle</th>
<th>inner_shuffle</th>
<th>result document</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>woman red sky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>red sky woman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>woman woman woman red sky sky sky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>sky sky woman woman red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>sky woman red woman sky woman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>sky woman red woman sky</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: samples of different possible pre-processed versions for a document containing the set of tags tag(tag_count): woman(3) red(1) sky(2)

eration of different tag pre-processing structures by refining several parameters:

- **tag.cooccurrence** if 1, for every tag, repeat it based on tag count;
- **cooccurrence_max** restricts the co-occurrence of tags until a maximum given, 0 for co-occurrences based on tag count;
- **outer_shuffle** if 1, randomize the order of groups with and without tag.cooccurrence;
- **inner_shuffle** if 1, this option applies if outer_shuffle is 1 as well. If tag.cooccurrence is also 1, then the inner_shuffle has the effect of completely randomizing the sequence of the tags including their co-occurrence, if not, then it just makes a double shuffling.

On ARTigo’s platform, an artwork is represented by its unique ID, title, artist name, date, location and tag assignments. A tag assignment for each artwork is composed by name, language and number of times the tag was assigned to the artwork (tag count). In the pre-processing stage, only the artwork ID and its taggings are relevant and all the rest of the data is used later for auxiliary purposes. This data can be requested to ARTigo’s RESTful API at any time.

In ARTigo’s case, all the tags/keywords are stored lowercase, what makes part-of-speech (POS) tagging for word-sense disambiguation in German almost unfeasible. POS-tagging consists in labeling which syntactic role a word has in its sentence. Usual parts of speech are NOUN, VERB, ADJ, but there are also more fine-grained ones like NP or NC (proper or common noun). A technique called name entity recognition (NER) aims to address such problem of classification of nouns, though this NLP task presents several issues specially for the German language. An approach for classifying German name entities including recursive recognition of compound nouns is proposed in [5]. In the end, POS-tagging could disambiguate many homonyms present in the dataset such as Weg (path) and weg (gone), Fest (party/festival) and fest (firmly/fixed).

Word2vec and doc2vec both take a list of lists of tokens as data input. However, the data source file must be converted into a format suitable for word2vec. The simple built-in preprocessors mostly take a text line as input and tokenizes it keeping only the words between given minimum and maximum length. Grouping tags into sentences separated by newline is a practical way of converting tagging data into a pre-processor’s friendly format. In this case, there is no punctuation to be removed since ARTigo’s system does some validation already while collecting the tags.

Collobert et al. propose replacing all numbers found in the training corpus with the string NUMBER [4]. Additionally, they replaced all words that are not in a vocabulary containing 100,000 words by the string RARE. These both procedures seem to help filtering out out-of-the-context words that might disturb the training process. Since ARTigo’s vocabulary size is only near the half of the one in [4], this last replacement was not executed. In
3.2. Word2vec

Word2vec is a shallow, two-layered neural network that produces word embeddings, in which words or phrases from a text corpus are mapped to vectors of real numbers that represent the relationships between them. This neural network is divided into two model architectures for learning distributed representations of words that try to minimize computational complexity [10]. In both models (CBOW and skip-gram), a context window of a given size is moved through the corpus. In every step, the model is trained on the words within this context window (see Figure 3.1).

3.2.1 Parametrization

The word2vec model can be influenced by changing its training parameters, the most relevant are:
3.2.2 Training word vectors

In this paper, only CBOW model is applied, seeing that it is faster and delivers better results for bigger datasets [10] and folksonomies [14] comparing to skip-gram and other word embedding algorithms. As unlike standard bag-of-words model, it uses continuous distributed representation of the context [10] (see Figure 3.1). CBOW trains on sequences of words to predict a word from its context, i.e., from its neighboring words in a given context window.

As illustrated on Figure 3.2, the input layer consists of the one-hot encoded input context words \( x_1, x_C \) for a word window of size \( C \) and vocabulary of size \( V \). The hidden layer is a \( N \)-dimensional vector \( h \). Finally, the output layer corresponds to the output word \( y \) which is also one-hot encoded. The one-hot encoded input vectors are connected to the hidden layer via a \( V \times N \) weight matrix \( W \) and the hidden layer is connected to the output layer via a \( N \times V \) weight matrix \( W' \).

It first needs to be understood how the output is computed from the input (i.e. forward propagation)\(^1\). The following assumes that the input and output weight matrices (see their

\(^1\)Explanation based on the tutorial: [https://iksinc.online/tag/continuous-bag-of-words-cbow/](https://iksinc.online/tag/continuous-bag-of-words-cbow/)
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details in \[10, 11\] are known. The first step is to evaluate the output of the hidden layer \( h \). This is computed by

\[
h = \frac{1}{C} \cdot W \cdot \left( \sum_{i=1}^{C} x_i \right)
\]

which is the average of the input vectors weighted by the matrix \( W \). It is worth noting that this output computation of the hidden layer is one of the only differences between the continuous bag-of-words model and the skip-gram model (in terms of them being mirror images). Next, it computes the inputs to each node in the output layer

\[
u_j = v'_w_h \cdot h
\]

Where \( v'_w_h \) is the \( j \)th column of the output matrix \( W' \). And finally it computes the output of the output layer. The output \( y_i \) is obtained by passing the input \( u_j \) through the soft-max function.

\[
y_i = p(w_j|w_1, ..., w_c) = \frac{\exp(u_j)}{\sum_{j=1}^{V'} \exp(u_j)}
\]

The weight matrices and their computation are explained and referenced in \[10\] as well as in \[11\].

Word2vec’s goal is to learn to represent each word in a document as a vector of numbers such that words that appear in similar context have vectors that are close to each other. So, in the CBOW model, the intention is to be able to use the context surrounding a particular word to predict the particular word. It does this by taking millions of sentences in a large corpus and for every word it takes the surrounding words (few on the left and few on the right). Then it feds these particular context words (after encoding them as a simple one-hot vector) into the neural network and predicts the word in the center of this particular context. Word2vec trains the neural network and finally the encoded hidden layer output represents the embedding for a particular word. It so happens that when word2vec trains over a large number of sentences, words in similar context get similar vectors.

3.2.3 Building synonym lists

The reason for applying synonym lists generated by word embeddings is that the computational cost of their indexing and retrieval are very cheap. Also, synonym lists are mostly very easy to integrate in every search engine API.

Once the word2vec model is trained, one is able to retrieve the \( n \) most similar words for every word in the corpus. In this case, the most predicted words are not necessarily synonyms, but are expected to have strong relatedness with the given word within the corpus. For example, the words ocean and sea can be considered synonyms, and the word waves can be seen as a related word to both of these words. In the current project, while generating Solr’s synonym lists, the 500 most frequent words in the corpus have been taken with the 3 most similar words each as synonyms. The focus of this bachelor thesis is on the accuracy of word2vec results and their contribution for learning word embeddings from tagging data. These embeddings are meant to be optimized for a search engine.

In Solr’s synonym file, each of the 500 words is specified as two comma-separated lists of related words with the symbols “\(=>\)” in between small => small,tiny,teeny,weeny. The process of considering these lists of synonyms in the search can be done by Solr’s synonym graph filter. If the token matches any word on the left, then the list on the right is substituted. The original token will not be included unless it is also in the list on the right.\[2\] so the

\[2\]Apache Solr’s developer guide: \(https://lucene.apache.org/solr/guide/6_6/filter-descriptions.html\)
original word needs to be added into its own list. There are also other ways of configuring the synonym filter that can bring better search results. This could be experimented in a possible continuation of this work.

3.2.4 Averaging word vectors into document vectors

One of the methods of integrating results from word2vec with a search engine is to average its word vectors into document vectors for representing the artworks (documents). This process is done by taking the vector for each word and its co-occurrence’s instances contained by a document, and then summing or averaging them results in a document vector that still might hold rich semantic information about words and documents. After getting a vector for each document, also a generalized way of building a query vector must be conceptualized. This depends heavily on the type of dataset that has been trained and on the kind of search engine one is dealing with. A method of generating query vectors for art2vec’s word2vec and doc2vec models is discussed in the section 3.4.

3.3 Doc2vec

While word2vec’s task is the generation of word embeddings, doc2vec, as the name also tells itself, is assigned to generate document/paragraph embeddings given a collection of documents. Since word2vec sees a text corpus as one unique entity eventually divided in non-labeled pieces, it is not able to provide a direct representation of these pieces without averaging their word vectors. To overcome this problem, doc2vec simply adds a document id (or any other labels wished) into the data structure of its model (see Figure 3.3). It is also formed by a set of two algorithms that rely on concepts similar to CBOW and skip-gram. They are respectively called distributed memory version of paragraph vector (PV-DM) and distributed bag of words (PV-DBOW).

3.3.1 Parametrization

Doc2vec has at least all the previously mentioned word2vec’s hyper-parameters, plus another specific ones. However, it does not necessarily need to store word vectors to produce document vectors. In chapter 4, some of the presented parameters are tested with the goal of achieving the best results. Besides those inherited from word2vec, the most interesting parameters in doc2vec are:

\textbf{dm} defines the training algorithm. If set to 1, distributed memory (PV-DM) is used. otherwise, distributed bag of words (PV-DBOW) is employed;
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Figure 3.4: word2vec’s skip-gram (left) [11] and doc2vec’s PV-DBOW model (right) [8]

**dm_concat** if 1, use concatenation of context vectors rather than sum/average; note concatenation results in a much-larger model, as the input is no longer the size of one (sampled or arithmetically combined) word vector, but the size of the label(s) and all words in the context strung together;

**min_count** ignores all words with total frequency lower than this;

**dm_mean** if 0 , use the sum of the context word vectors. If 1, use the mean. Only applies when dm is used in non-concatenative mode;

**max_vocab_size** limits the RAM during vocabulary building; if there are more unique words than this, then prune the infrequent ones. Every 10 million word types need about 1GB of RAM. Set to None for no limit.

3.3.2 Training document vectors

Tagged data does not hold any information about word ordering, thus they cannot easily represent meanings between each other within a document. Alike in the CBOW model, in PV-DBOW the word order within a document also does not have any influence on the projection layer. Taking into consideration the different approaches of both models’ architectures while training the data, the more obvious decision is to chose PV-DBOW for this project. It has also the advantage of using less memory than PV-DM, since it ignores the context words in the input, but force the model to predict words randomly sampled from the document in the output. In another perspective, the model architecture of PV-DBOW can be compared with skip-gram’s (word2vec), seeing that both use distributed representation of words (see 3.4).

PV-DBOW only needs to store the softmax weights as opposed to both softmax weights and word vectors in PV-DM. It is important to notice that PV-DM delivers state-of-the-art results for most tasks, due to the use of the computed word vectors which contain the semantics of the words. Also, PV-DM considers the word order, at least in a small context, in the same way that a n-gram model with a large n would do.
3.4 Generating query vectors from search requests

When a user types a search query, the query terms need to be tokenized and passed into a pre-trained model of word2vec or doc2vec. In doc2vec’s case, the model predicts the vector representation for a query containing these words based on the existing document vectors. This functionality of doc2vec has actually the purpose of inferring a vector given a post-bulk training document. Therefore, the inferred vector representation is in the document space and not in the query space. Hence, using this vector to compare with documents by means of cosine similarity probably does not deliver the results expected in a search engine. The reason for that is the word (tag) frequency in an ARTigo document (image) and the number of unique words in a document which is much greater than the number of words in a search query. Seen that, a comparison between the inferred document vector with the rest of the trained vectors is likely to result in documents with similar size of the query’s. In word2vec’s case, a document vector cannot be directly inferred, so the query vector must rely on pure averaging techniques such as sum and mean. Through this process, a query vector built upon similarities from word2vec would also not be semantically rich enough to compare with the document vectors.

**Algorithm 1:** proposed general query vector generation for doc2vec models

```plaintext
T := (term_1, term_2, ..., term_n) ; // input, set of terms
Q := null ; // output, query vector
M := null ; // set of N similar terms for each term in T
E := null ; // set of expanded query terms with their similar terms M
C := null ; // set of final query terms with their repetitions
N := 3 ; // number of most similar terms to be taken

foreach t ∈ T do
    most_similar := word2vec.most_similar(t, N) ; // take the N most similar
    M := M ∪ most_similar ; // terms from word2vec
end
E := T ∪ M ; // build the expanded term set

foreach t ∈ E do
    freq := average_tfidf(t) ; // ((TF-sum) / IDF)
    while freq > 0 do
        C := C ∪ t ; // insert copies of each term into the set
        freq := freq - 1 ; // based on its average co-occurrence frequency
    end
C := shuffle(C) ; // randomize the order of the elements
Q := doc2vec.infer_vector(C) ; // pass the expanded query terms into doc2vec
return Q ; // return the inferred document/query vector
```

In order to bypass this undesirable effect of inferring poor query vectors from word2vec and doc2vec, a couple of empirical thoughts can be made. If a user inputs a longer query with similar terms and thus expanding its context, the results in this approach will probably get more accurate. To experiment that, in a typical ARTigo search query which is often short, for every query term, one can retrieve the most n similar words from a pre-trained word2vec model on ARTigo’s dataset and then append them to the set of query terms. This bigger set of words that represents a longer document has to be given as input into doc2vec’s inferring method, or in word2vec’s case, the average of their vectors is computed. Comparing the predicted vector for this tuned search query with the document collection will very likely match results with a greater similarity to the initial query than using only
the original search input to infer the query vector. However, this term expansion has to be adapted for search queries that contain more than three terms. Otherwise, too many related words for each term would expand the context of the query too widely, and thus losing its original meaning.

Another crucial difference between what a user enters in a search query and what it is in the documents is the frequency in which a word occurs in both. Search engine users are not intended to enter repeated words in their queries. On ARTigo, many different users tag the same image with the same word. Consequently, a big amount of documents are composed by words with high co-occurrence frequency within an individual document. That being the case, the set of query terms can be expended with repetitions of them. For each particular query term, the number of repetitions can be taken from its co-occurrence average by document in the whole dataset. Such average can be calculated by taking the sum of the term frequency (TF) for each document in the whole collection and dividing it by the number of documents in which the particular term occurs (IDF). These both values can be easily requested to Solr and used for this purpose. Another constraint is the number of repetitions of the original query terms. It has to be balanced with the highest frequency in the predicted set of terms. Otherwise the original terms might be shadowed by high frequent similar terms. Therefore, the number of repetitions for an original term has to be equal or greater than the highest frequency in its set of predicted similar terms.

After going through these described steps (see Algorithm\footnote{Solr vector scoring plugin: \url{https://github.com/saaay71/solr-vector-scoring}}, it is clear that in the end a query is being translated into a typical document from the dataset. For example, a query sea ship could be expanded to a query similar as sea sea sea ocean ocean ocean waves waves ship ship ship boat boat marine. Since the query is now an ARTigo-like document, comparing it with the collection makes much more sense. The same process can be used for generating query vectors to score word2vec models. Experiments on this topic are detailed in chapter 4.

3.5 Ranking documents using vectors

After getting the results from word2vec and doc2vec, these could be integrated into ARTigo’s search engine. In word2vec’s synonym lists case, Solr’s native synonym graph filter takes care of the integration. For doc2vec’s and word2vec’s vector approaches, a custom scoring algorithm is required for retrieving the documents based on the similarity of their vectors with the query vector generated in the section 3.4.

A recently developed and by now not wide used Solr plugin\footnote{Solr vector scoring plugin: \url{https://github.com/saaay71/solr-vector-scoring}} covers vector scoring in a minimum required way for testing the results obtained from the trained models in this thesis. With this plugin, documents can be ranked using dot product or cosine similarity given a query vector of same dimension as a document vector. However, scoring a relative big collection of documents (> 68K) trained with an efficient vector size (approx. 500) can take a very long time comparing with TF-IDF (even with synonym lists) scoring on a term-document matrix. Therefore, this thesis aims to experiment with different corpus and vector sizes in order to obtain acceptable results with the best computational cost (see chapter 4).
Experiments and evaluation

Recently, experimenting with word and document embeddings has become a very easy and practical task to perform thanks to Mikolov’s work. The world has already experienced almost anything2vec\(^1\), meaning that word embeddings have been applied on data of almost any topic (medical diagnosis, psychology, biology, etc). However, there is still place for research with word2vec on tagging data, specially in the context of artworks. This project mainly analyzes the parametrization of word2vec and doc2vec for the source corpus. Starting this analysis, the parameters of the algorithms are varied in an acceptable range towards the best performance. In each experiment, the generated models are automatically evaluated after the training in an unsupervised manner. A good and supervised evaluation alternative for word2vec models could be as described in [19]. Finally, the applied word2vec and doc2vec embeddings on ARTigo’s dataset are evaluated by different groups of users, in a supervised way inspired by Schneider [20].

4.1 Word2vec’s embeddings

4.1.1 Evaluation method

For all experiments, the evaluation is based on the same set of syntactic and semantic questions for the German language that have been created by Müller [13]\(^2\). These questions are actually almost translations of the same questions in the English language offered in word2vec’s framework. In the aspect of word embedding evaluation, semantic and syntactic questions have the following form: does man relate to woman as vater relates to mother? If the difference between the similarity scores of man-woman and vater-mother is minimal, then the answer to the question is yes. The more yes answers a model gets, the more accurate it is. Basically, a yes hit is produced if the similarity pattern between two word pairs with same kind of relation is near of being identical. Such similarity patterns on ARTigo’s tags can be observed in Figure 4.1. For example, it is noticeable that female words are in the positive value range and the male are in the negative range (y-axis). Other interesting observations can be made among country and language names. In the vector space, languages are situated near to their respective countries. Also, one can observe that Asian

\(^1\)NLP Town’s blog on word embeddings: http://nlp.town/blog/anything2vec/
\(^2\)Work produced by the cited bachelor thesis: https://devmount.github.io/GermanWordEmbeddings/
countries (or languages) from ARTigo’s data such as china and japan are located in the positive range while European countries like deutschland and italien are in the negative (x-axis). One can also notice that, on ARTigo’s vocabulary, the typo mnnlich is surprisingly nearer to the pair weiblich than its correct spelling (männlich).

Figure 4.1: position of semantic word pairs in word2vec’s vector space (ARTigo dataset) - plotted using PCA (principal component analysis)

The work elaborated in [13] offers syntactic questions for nouns, adjectives and verbs. The main purpose of syntactic questions is to check the relation between different variations of the same word, for example woman and women. In German, nouns and adjectives vary in genus, numerus and casus. Adjectives can also be raised into comparative and superlative. Detecting these kind of linguistic features is very meaningful for general text data such as Wikipedia. That way, it is possible to find out if a verb in its past tense is used in the same contexts of its present or future tense. As ARTigo’s dataset is composed mainly of nouns, the verbs and the adjectives have been removed from the syntactic evaluation process. Indeed, it would otherwise deliver only bad results in these categories for all the trained models. The selected syntactic questions are composed by singular =\(\rightarrow\) plural relatedness of nouns, totalizing 1000 samples.

The semantic questions are grouped in opposite (300 samples), best match (540) and does not fit (110). While best match questions express relations of the kind country =\(\rightarrow\) capital or masculine =\(\rightarrow\) feminine, does not fit questions attempt to check relations between pairs of words belonging to the same category, such as windows =\(\rightarrow\) linux or city =\(\rightarrow\) city. Semantic opposite questions have the form positive =\(\rightarrow\) negative. To analyze the generated models by every parameterization, an existing word2vec evaluation tool for the German language [13] was adapted.

Although one group of syntactic questions is evaluated, it makes more sense to guide the evaluation based on semantic questions such as best match and does not fit. The motivation for this lays on the lack of ARTigo’s dataset capability of representing noun relatedness like the suggested singular-plural. The simple cause of this problem is that there are not enough nouns in the dataset with their morphological/syntactic variations of numerus. Almost the same happens with semantic opposite words. Only semantic features that do not require the pair to be a specific word are able to be successfully evaluated. Hence, semantic best match and does not fit questions are very good for evaluating this particular type of dataset. Nevertheless, ARTigo’s vocabulary (\texttt{min\_count}=150) covers no more than 20% of the testset created for Wikipedia [13]. With that in mind, it is important to build a specific testset to improve the quality of the evaluation.
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4.1.2 Pre-processing

Not ignoring the fact that the distribution method of the tags within an artwork does affect the values of the predicted word vectors, this work has developed a pre-processing tool whose parameters are described in section 3.1. Such an experiment was left in [14] for future work, so this evaluation is now required.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>configuration</th>
<th>best match</th>
<th>does not fit</th>
<th>top 10 nouns</th>
<th>opposite</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O-O-O-O</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
<td>48.5%</td>
<td>20.2%</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O-O-S-O</td>
<td>11.1%</td>
<td>48.5%</td>
<td>8.7%</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O-O-S-S</td>
<td>8.0%</td>
<td>48.5%</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-O-O-O</td>
<td>10.6%</td>
<td>42.2%</td>
<td>45.4%</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-O-S-O</td>
<td>7.8%</td>
<td>53.1%</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
<td>5.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-O-S-S</td>
<td>18.4%</td>
<td>67.2%</td>
<td>16.9%</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-20-S-S</td>
<td>20.6%</td>
<td>70.3%</td>
<td>15.1%</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-30-S-S</td>
<td>16.3%</td>
<td>70.3%</td>
<td>17.9%</td>
<td>5.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-35-S-S</td>
<td>18.1%</td>
<td>62.5%</td>
<td>16.7%</td>
<td>4.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: word2vec’s model accuracy for each pre-processing configuration: co-occurrences (C: with; O: only unique tags) - maximum (x e.g. 30): limit the co-occurrence frequency based tag count to a maximum of x; O: co-occurrence until tag count) - shuffle 2x (S: shuffle; O: do not shuffle) / trained on CBOW with default parameter values

The performed configurations are: one model without co-occurrence (only unique words for each document), and other with co-occurrence based on tag count. For each of the co-occurrence configurations, one sample without shuffle, one with outer and another with both outer and inner shuffling is created. If the model trained that outperforms the other 5 models is a co-occurrence-based one, then the maximum co-occurrence parameter is tested with the values of (20, 30, 35). This leads to a total of 9 differently organized document structures. All these word2vec models for ensuring pre-processing quality have been trained with the default values: min_count, window and negative=5, alpha=0.025 and vector_size=100.

In general, the models without co-occurrence have been the worst to perform (see Table 4.1). Surprisingly, the model with co-occurrence but without any shuffling has outperformed all the others in the syntactic questions. Since the present evaluation does not rely on this category, the next models have been trained. Up to this point, the model with co-occurrence and with outer and inner shuffling has performed the best results. Then, parting from this configuration, variations for the maximum co-occurrence parameter have been executed. It turns out that a maximum co-occurrence of 30 is the ideal for this data, so as this number appears to be in a document the minimum frequency of at least 1.7% of the vocabulary (521 out of 30,058 unique words, min_count=5).

The parameter configuration in the pre-processing that achieves the best results is composed by word co-occurrence based on tag count with maximum co-occurrence of 30 that apply both outer and inner word position randomization. This proves that if the occurrence position of a word in its belonging sentence is random, then word2vec could deliver better accuracy than with words in alphabetical ascending order. Due to the fact that, in this case, co-occurrence datasets have outperformed all the others, the statement that word2vec fails to take advantage of the repetitions present in the data [17] can sound a bit ironic. That observation was however made regarding word2vec’s context window against word frequency in other models such as LSA.
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4.1.3 Minimum count

Now that the right pre-processing is discovered, it is time to experiment with word2vec’s parameters. The first one to be examined is \textit{min\_count}, which restricts the use of words with frequency equal or higher than a given threshold. Interesting is that with \textit{min\_count} set to 2, the corpus size reduces to impressing 52\% of the original, retaining 52,222 unique words and dropping 47,393. These numbers prove that almost the half of the taggings appear only once in the entire dataset. Such phenomenon could be explained by analyzing the habits of ARTigo’s users. Seeing that the users have mostly 60 seconds to play one round and are often playing against another user, they are invited to challenge themselves by entering as many words as they can think of (if they have competition spirit, of course). Thus, they are under time pressure and possibly do not put much attention on the quality of what is being entered. Another feature within the GWAPs is the user’s score, which motivates the user to enter more expressive words. A very improbable reason for half of ARTigo’s tags being unique is that many of the players do not care about the score they are achieving. A much more imaginable cause for the word uniqueness frequency could simply be the immense diversity of the vocabulary that composes the many different topics included in the vast context of art. Isolated context-specific images that have not been tagged with a considerable frequency could also contribute for such corpus characteristic.

In this work, nine models are trained with \textit{min\_count} varying in (5, 15, 30, 50, 75, 100, 150, 175, 200). From 1 to 200, the number of tokens drops mere 11\% (leaves 7,989,891 from 8,891,052), while the vocabulary size reduces shocking 97\% (retains 3,573 out of 99,615 unique words). These numbers mean that the most frequent tags in ARTigo compound the majority of the tag assignments. This shall be good for arising a very rich semantic relatedness between these frequent words. In the experiments, a minimum count of 150 has presented the best accuracy with up to 85.7\% at \textit{does not fit} and 49.9\% at \textit{best match} semantic questions. Around 4\% (4,271) of the vocabulary size with 91\% (8,109,754) of the corpus size would remain for a final training corpus. Considering that the corpus in the fact is big enough, this amount of words would be applicable for a purely semantic task such as predicting synonyms. However, the corpus is being used to implement a search engine based also on document vectors.

To efficiently retrieve documents, a search engine needs more than 4,271 keywords in its index if the corpus size is not small. The word/document vectors work in this case as a reduced index. If the term that is being searched was not previously trained by word2vec, then the search engine cannot retrieve documents containing this term. This happens because the searched term, that could have been in some documents, appears in the entire corpus less frequent than the number of times given in \textit{min\_count}. Hence, the \textit{min\_count} parameter needs to be refined towards the best precision and recall of the search engine’s results. Since the evaluation in this thesis does not cover the precision of the search engine’s results, a \textit{min\_count} parameter of 150 has been kept for all word2vec and doc2vec models.

4.1.4 Learning rate and context window

The next tests are about training 10 models with different learning rates (0.01 += 0.01 until 0.1). In contrast with [14], the best initial learning rate (\textit{alpha}) for ARTigo’s dataset seems to be 0.03 (Table 4.2(b)), close to the default of 0.025. Another intriguing affirmation is that it could be a problem if the window size for a non-linear corpus is chosen too small [14]. In their work, the perfect value pops up being the default of 5. To prove that, 7 different models have been trained with the window sizes of (3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30). In the executed experiments, it is interesting to notice that the longer the context window is, the better the accuracy for all tasks but \textit{opposite} semantic questions (see Table 4.2(c)). The context window size that has outperformed is 25, and therefore this value has been chosen for the
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final training.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>parameter</th>
<th>best match</th>
<th>does not fit</th>
<th>top 10 nouns</th>
<th>opposite</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) min_count</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>19.9%</td>
<td>60.9%</td>
<td>15.8%</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>24.8%</td>
<td>72.5%</td>
<td>25.5%</td>
<td>5.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>24.9%</td>
<td>66.0%</td>
<td>30.8%</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>37.7%</td>
<td>69.4%</td>
<td>37.9%</td>
<td>7.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>40.2%</td>
<td>75.9%</td>
<td>38.6%</td>
<td>7.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
<td>75.0%</td>
<td>39.3%</td>
<td>9.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>49.4%</td>
<td><strong>85.7%</strong></td>
<td>49.4%</td>
<td><strong>11.7%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>175</td>
<td>47.2%</td>
<td>81.0%</td>
<td><strong>53.4%</strong></td>
<td>10.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>46.1%</td>
<td>73.7%</td>
<td>48.4%</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) alpha</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>21.6%</td>
<td>60.9%</td>
<td>16.0%</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>19.9%</td>
<td>62.5%</td>
<td>16.9%</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>0.03</strong></td>
<td><strong>21.6%</strong></td>
<td>59.4%</td>
<td>15.8%</td>
<td><strong>5.4%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>20.6%</td>
<td>62.5%</td>
<td>17.6%</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>18.4%</td>
<td>60.9%</td>
<td>16.5%</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>19.1%</td>
<td><strong>65.6%</strong></td>
<td>17.4%</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>20.2%</td>
<td><strong>65.6%</strong></td>
<td>17.4%</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>18.8%</td>
<td>64.1%</td>
<td>16.2%</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>19.1%</td>
<td>60.9%</td>
<td><strong>17.9%</strong></td>
<td>4.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>17.0%</td>
<td>62.5%</td>
<td>16.7%</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) window</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>12.8%</td>
<td>59.4%</td>
<td>17.2%</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>17.4%</td>
<td>65.6%</td>
<td>18.2%</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>17.0%</td>
<td>68.8%</td>
<td>18.2%</td>
<td>5.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>17.0%</td>
<td><strong>76.6%</strong></td>
<td>20.5%</td>
<td><strong>7.0%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>19.1%</td>
<td>71.9%</td>
<td>20.8%</td>
<td>4.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>25</strong></td>
<td><strong>20.2%</strong></td>
<td>75.0%</td>
<td><strong>21.3%</strong></td>
<td>5.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>17.0%</td>
<td>65.6%</td>
<td>19.1%</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d) negative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>15.6%</td>
<td>71.9%</td>
<td>16.0%</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>16.7%</td>
<td><strong>73.4%</strong></td>
<td>17.4%</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td><strong>19.9%</strong></td>
<td>60.9%</td>
<td>15.8%</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>18.1%</td>
<td>68.8%</td>
<td>18.6%</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>15</strong></td>
<td>18.8%</td>
<td>68.8%</td>
<td>19.3%</td>
<td>5.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>17.4%</td>
<td>67.2%</td>
<td>19.4%</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>17.4%</td>
<td>68.8%</td>
<td><strong>20.0%</strong></td>
<td><strong>5.4%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e) vector_size</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>15.6%</td>
<td>67.2%</td>
<td>15.0%</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>14.9%</td>
<td>68.8%</td>
<td><strong>18.2%</strong></td>
<td><strong>4.3%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>150</strong></td>
<td><strong>17.4%</strong></td>
<td><strong>71.9%</strong></td>
<td>16.2%</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>14.2%</td>
<td>68.8%</td>
<td>17.6%</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>13.1%</td>
<td>65.6%</td>
<td>16.7%</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>11.7%</td>
<td>65.6%</td>
<td>16.0%</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: word2vec’s model accuracy for each parameter, trained on CBOW with default parameter values
4.1.5 Negative samples

For using with its both algorithms, word2vec comes with two optimization strategies: hierarchical softmax and negative sampling. The first one represents all words in the vocabulary in a binary tree and tends to deliver better embeddings for infrequent words. The second option trains based on sampling places it might have expected a word, but did not find one, which is faster than training an entire corpus every iteration. Due to the fact that a min_count of 150 (without infrequent words) has been chosen for the final training, this thesis has opted to apply only the negative sampling optimization technique.

Negative sampling (NEG) is a simplification of noise contrastive estimation (NCE), a technique which hypothesizes that a good model should be able to differentiate data from noise by means of logistic regression. The main difference between NCE and NEG is that NCE needs both samples and the numerical probabilities of the noise distribution, while NEG uses just samples [11]. The experiments in [11] indicate that values for NEG in the range 5-20 are useful for training on small datasets, while for large datasets as small as 2-5 can be used. Negative samples have been tested for small and big folksonomy datasets in [14]. Also, in [6], a general and much larger corpus than ARTigo’s is trained but with a vocabulary size just twice as big as ARTigo’s. In these two papers, the average number of negative samples that produces the best accuracy lies around 20. Actually, the influences of context to negative samples could be negative [6].

Since ARTigo’s corpus size can be considered as medium, experiments with the values (2, 3, 5, 10, 15, 20) for negative samples have been executed. In the tests listed on Table 4.2 (d), the experimented numbers of negative samples have all delivered similar results. However, results for nearby values (3-5-10) seem to differ in more than 10% on semantic tasks such as does not fit. Therefore, the best amount of negative samples is 15, with which the accuracy has stabilized for every task.

4.1.6 Vector size

The last parameter experiments are about the number of dimensions of the word embedding vectors. To ensure the reliability of the results, six models have been trained with vector sizes in the span (50, 100, 150, 200, 300, 500). As shown in Table 4.2 (e), the best vector dimension of 150 is comparable with the one of 100 (default) in [14]. This confirms that not for every corpus size or context a higher vector dimension performs the best results. One could also assimilate these results to how word2vec behaves for each corpus size regarding the given vector size. Comparing Wikipedia’s corpus size with ARTigo’s, and then their respective outperformed vector dimensions with each other, it makes sense that the appropriate vector size for ARTigo’s dataset is 150 and not some value near to 500.

4.2 Doc2vec’s embeddings

4.2.1 Evaluation method

Unlike word2vec’s, doc2vec’s results are much more difficult to evaluate. That depends on the type of dataset and on the task being implemented. Doc2vec takes labeled documents as input. That means it can be used for many classification tasks. Since the problem pointed by this thesis is not about classifying documents, the only label used in each document is its ID. Here, the goal is simply to generate a vector for each document so that one can compare the similarities between them. So, there is one and only practical way of evaluating how good these vectors represent the documents. Sample documents of different lengths from several contexts, retrieve their most, median and least similar and then compare how much the vocabulary is been shared.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>parameters</th>
<th>most</th>
<th>median</th>
<th>least</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) abstract</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$dm=0$</td>
<td>7.89%</td>
<td>7.59%</td>
<td>8.31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$dm=1, dm_mean=0$</td>
<td>6.37%</td>
<td>7.99%</td>
<td>0.60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$dm=1, dm_mean=1$</td>
<td>8.13%</td>
<td>7.38%</td>
<td>8.65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) mixed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$dm=0$</td>
<td>10.09%</td>
<td>7.99%</td>
<td>8.54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$dm=1, dm_mean=0$</td>
<td>7.76%</td>
<td>8.45%</td>
<td>0.59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$dm=1, dm_mean=1$</td>
<td>9.85%</td>
<td>8.30%</td>
<td>9.27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) concrete</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$dm=0$</td>
<td>8.06%</td>
<td>7.33%</td>
<td>7.80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$dm=1, dm_mean=0$</td>
<td>6.35%</td>
<td>7.47%</td>
<td>0.36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$dm=1, dm_mean=1$</td>
<td>8.21%</td>
<td>7.31%</td>
<td>9.07%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: percentage of shared vocabulary between 100 samples (of 3 different contexts) and their 10 most-median-least similar documents in each of the parameter configurations for doc2vec

For the optimization of doc2vec’s hyper-parameters that have been tested, a set of documents have been selected. These documents are grouped into three principal context categories: abstract, mixed, concrete. In each of this categories, a sample of 100 random documents have been taken. For analyzing each sample, the 10 most, median and least similar documents have been retrieved from doc2vec’s similarity scores.

4.2.2 Optimized hyper-parameters

Doc2vec has almost all hyper-parameters offered by word2vec. Testing and evaluating all these parameters again with doc2vec would exceed the time available for this project. Only for that reason, it was decided to inherit the optimized parameter values from the experiments in section 4.1. Note that re-running these parameter tests for doc2vec would probably boost the recall of the final results in the search engine.

Training algorithm and word vector averaging

The specific hyper-parameters of doc2vec that have been tested concern only the training algorithms. PV-DBOW has no optimization options while PV-DM has two of which only one has been tested. Similarly to word2vec’s averaging approach, this tested parameter ($dm\_mean$) defines if the word vectors should be summed or averaged. As shown in the Table 4.3 only the PV-DM algorithm with summed word vectors has been capable of differing between most and least similar documents on ARTigo dataset.

Vector size experiments

Both word2vec and doc2vec have the vector_size parameter. It defines how many dimensions a vector that represents a document should have. The best hyper-parameter values from last section have been taken to optimize the vector_size parameter. Looking at Table 4.4 one can make many observations. Most similar documents are well recognized by low vector dimensions, while least similar documents are effectively dropped out through high vector dimensions. All vector dimensions have been able to capture median similar documents. Since the goal in this thesis is to find the lowest vector dimension with the highest
shared vocabulary per *vector_size* on PV-DM with sum averaging (ARTigo dataset)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>vector_size</th>
<th>most</th>
<th>median</th>
<th>least</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>8.69%</td>
<td>7.60%</td>
<td>4.90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>8.07%</td>
<td>7.45%</td>
<td>2.77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>150</strong></td>
<td>6.58%</td>
<td>7.58%</td>
<td>0.84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>5.65%</td>
<td>6.93%</td>
<td>0.07%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>3.95%</td>
<td>7.74%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>2.21%</td>
<td>7.49%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) abstract

| 50          | 11.28% | 8.06%   | 4.56%  |
| 100         | 10.28% | 8.22%   | 2.42%  |
| **150**     | 8.62%  | 7.88%   | 0.72%  |
| 200         | 7.37%  | 8.35%   | 0.12%  |
| 300         | 5.39%  | 8.32%   | 0.00%  |
| 500         | 3.62%  | 8.98%   | 0.00%  |

(b) mixed

| 50          | 9.16%  | 7.39%   | 4.83%  |
| 100         | 8.42%  | 7.27%   | 2.70%  |
| **150**     | 7.71%  | 7.80%   | 0.83%  |
| 200         | 6.21%  | 7.73%   | 0.09%  |
| 300         | 3.92%  | 7.93%   | 0.00%  |
| 500         | 2.21%  | 7.96%   | 0.00%  |

(c) concrete

| 50          | 8.69%  | 7.60%   | 4.90%  |
| 100         | 8.07%  | 7.45%   | 2.77%  |
| **150**     | 6.58%  | 7.58%   | 0.84%  |
| 200         | 5.65%  | 6.93%   | 0.07%  |
| 300         | 3.95%  | 7.74%   | 0.00%  |
| 500         | 2.21%  | 7.49%   | 0.00%  |

Table 4.4: percentage of shared vocabulary between 100 samples (of 3 different contexts) and their 10 most-median-least similar documents in each of the values for doc2vec’s *vector_size* parameter

accuracy, the *vector_size* of 150 has been chosen for the recall evaluation.

4.3 Art2vec’s search engine evaluation

The last evaluation step in this bachelor thesis is about comparing the results of the different word embedding approaches with themselves. Since ARTigo’s current search engine already reaches a good precision (true positives), this project only covers evaluation of the recall. To understand recall, one can make this simple question: *how many relevant documents have been retrieved?* The less false negatives are miss-recognized, the better the search engine’s recall. Another meaningful reason for evaluating the recall is that the applied word embedding techniques generate a similarity vector space for the vocabulary, which has much to do with retrieving documents that do not contain any of the query terms. Quite exactly these documents are not retrieved by ARTigo’s current search engine.

In this work, a search engine for tagged artworks has been built based on three different approaches on word embeddings. The first method is to use word2vec’s trained model to build synonym lists which are integrated into Solr’s TF-IDF scoring. The second averages this trained word2vec model to build document vectors and then use them to compare with a query vector. While generating a query vector for word2vec, each query term is expanded in more 3 similar terms (according to word2vec’s predictions). This step is also applied by the proposed query vector generation (Algorithm 1) for doc2vec models. This algorithm consists of the intertwining between doc2vec’s generated document vectors, word2vec’s most similar words and the average occurrence of a term per document (TF-IDF variation).
4.3. ART2VEC’S SEARCH ENGINE EVALUATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>category</th>
<th>synonyms</th>
<th>word2vec</th>
<th>doc2vec</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>combination</td>
<td>31.48%</td>
<td>49.07%</td>
<td>14.20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>specialization</td>
<td>29.32%</td>
<td>44.75%</td>
<td>15.74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deep semantics</td>
<td>58.02%</td>
<td>77.16%</td>
<td>21.60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>surface</td>
<td>67.59%</td>
<td>67.90%</td>
<td>26.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVERAGE</td>
<td>46.60%</td>
<td>49.46%</td>
<td>19.60%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.5: percentage of relevancy of the top 12 artworks (potentially recognized as false negatives by ARTigo) that have been retrieved by art2vec (recall evaluation)

To generate query vectors for word2vec models, the average of all word vectors from the expanded query is taken.

For evaluating the recall of word2vec’s approaches, the following parameters have been used for the training: $sg=0$, $hs=0$, $min\_count=150$, $alpha=0.030$, $window=25$, $negative=15$, $vector\_size=150$. It is important to notice that a word2vec model for the implementation of a entire search engine should be trained with a $min\_count$ much less than 150, as the search can then reach a bigger vocabulary. The best parametrization experimented for doc2vec (PV-DM with summed word vectors) have been used for the evaluation of its final trained model in the search engine. All the other doc2vec parameters inherited from word2vec have been set to the best values achieved on the previous word2vec experiments.

Before the recall evaluation, a set of 4 categories of search queries have been defined to divide them in: combination (e.g. ritter schlacht, volk strasse), specialization (e.g. stadt dunkel, wetter heiss), deep semantics (e.g. traurig, durcheinander) and surface tags (e.g. mensch, landschaft). Each category contains a total of 3 different queries. All these predefined queries have been executed for each of the implemented techniques. For this evaluation, a specific user interface has been designed (see Figure 4.2). A total of 9 different users have participated and selected the documents they have judged as relevant for each of the executed queries. They could whether select all documents in the result set (max. of 12 results per query), a few, or none of them. The order in which each query (with its particular ranking technique) shows up has been completely random.

As shown in Table 4.5, word2vec’s vector scoring has been the approach with the highest overall accuracy (49.46%) for improving the recall of art2vec. The synonym approach comes right behind with 46.60% accuracy. Doc2vec’s approach has been the worst to perform, with an accuracy of only 19.60%. The reason for doc2vec’s poor performance might lie on the assumption taken in which word2vec’s refined parameters should also fit to a doc2vec model. In this work, the inherited parameters from word2vec have not been experimented along doc2vec, since every model takes around 4 hours to be trained on ARTigo dataset. Nevertheless, the final doc2vec model has shown in short experiments (not reported here) to be a good alternative for the commonly used Rocchio algorithm on the task of relevance feedback.

Analyzing art2vec’s evaluation results, one can also see that word2vec has outperformed in all of the 4 proposed tag/keyword categories. Furthermore, the category of deep semantic tags has shown the highest accuracy with 77.16%, which is 19.58% higher than the one achieved by the synonym approach (58.02%). This category represents words with more abstract meaning such as happy or adventure. Coming next with 67.90%, the surface tags category has reached the second highest accuracy. Words with more concrete meaning such as person or landscape are related to this category. While in the combination category two words (mostly nouns) have been combined, in the specialization category a noun has been specialized through a second word of type adjective or verb. These both categories have not achieved a minimum accuracy of 50% to offer acceptable quality on
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Figure 4.2: user interface for art2vec’s recall evaluation

document retrieval. Considering the methodology used in this thesis and the presented recall evaluation, once can conclude that a word2vec model trained on ARTigo dataset is actually only applicable for short queries in a search engine. In order to retrieve more accurate results for longer search queries, one needs to try to refine word2vec’s parameters in these categories while keeping good results for deep and surface tags. Also, the proposed query vector algorithm needs to be polished.
In this bachelor thesis, three different word embedding techniques for building a semantic search engine have been presented. All these techniques rely on generating word and document vectors using word2vec and doc2vec. The approaches differ between synonym lists and vector scoring. Notice that different training parameters are required for these two approaches. The quality of synonym lists depends on the removal of infrequent words in the training set, while a vector-based document retrieval with a wider vocabulary reach relies exactly on these infrequent words.

Although these models can be applied to whatever type of textual dataset, this thesis has focused on folksonomies generated by ARTigo. Since word2vec and doc2vec are both frameworks that were built to work with general structured text data, their parameters have to be refined so that good results can be achieved also for unstructured text such as folksonomies. Hence, the most important hyper-parameters have been tested along a wide range. One of the only assumptions taken in word2vec’s parameterization is that its algorithm CBOW works better with folksonomies than skip-gram. Therefore, just CBOW has been applied in the experiments.

Training word2vec with different parameter configurations has led to interesting observations relevant to the fields of IR and NLP. The first experiment looked into the transformation of folksonomy data from an artwork into a single text line. The best attempt composes by repeating a word assigned to an image based on the number of times this image has been tagged with that word (tag count). Also, shuffling the order of all the words within an image has brought the best results. Finally, the maximum co-occurrence of each term within an artwork has been constrained to 30, after evaluating the results with 20, 30, 35 and maximum co-occurrence limited on tag count.

Minimum count is a parameter that behaves differently depending on the goal to be achieved. It works as a threshold for removing words from the vocabulary to be trained that occur with frequency less than the given value. Within ARTigo dataset, in order to generate a stronger semantic relatedness among the most common words in the vocabulary, one needs to increase the minimum count from default of 5 to 150. This can be useful for creating synonym lists and generating query vectors through the proposed Algorithm[^1]. However, with such a high expressive minimum count, only a small part of the vocabulary is present in the word vectors. Thus, a big amount of the query terms in a search engine would not be found in the document vectors. With that in mind, the default minimum count of 5 could used for both word2vec and doc2vec final document vectors to be stored.
Another crucial parameter is the vector size. In a general way, it defines how much semantic information each document vector can contain. Nevertheless, it also restricts the viability of the use of these document vectors for implementing a search engine. The higher the vectors’ dimension is, the slowest the documents’ retrieval. Besides that, a high number of dimensions does not work good for every corpus size and structure. Values between 50 and 500 have been tested and the semantics of each trained model evaluated. It turns out that a vector size of 150 provides the best fit for ARTigo’s dataset, which is way smaller than the 500 vector dimensions required for training word2vec on the Wikipedia corpus.

The less expressive set of hyper-parameters in ARTigo’s case are composed by context window size, learning rate and negative samples. In the executed experiments, the window size that has achieved the best results is 25. Although it has not shown significant difference comparing to the default of 5, this result has confirmed the ones obtained in similar use cases in other publications. Negative samples have stabilized with a number of 15, a bit far from the default of 5. Learning rate has outperformed not far from the default (0.025) with 0.030.

In doc2vec’s case, all the inherited parameters from word2vec have been set to the ones that outperformed in word2vec’s. Perhaps because doc2vec’s PV-DM might store a similar amount of semantic information as word2vec’s CBOW, the vector size of 150 outperforms for a doc2vec model trained on ARTigo’s tags. However, further research is needed here. In contrast to word2vec, the two offered algorithms have been evaluated. PV-DM has one additional parameter which has been experimented too. The parameter configuration that has outperformed is PV-DM with sum averaging of word vectors.

Using raw document vectors as index in a search engine implies another challenges such as their correspondent vector representation of queries. In most of the cases, queries are much shorter and less expressive than documents. Also, in word2vec’s case, query terms have to be replaced by their respective word vectors. These facts make the comparison between queries and documents much more complicated. To overcome the natural lack of semantic similarity between queries and documents, this thesis has proposed an algorithm for translating text queries into word2vec- or doc2vec-like document vectors. The presented method relies on synonym expansion and co-occurrence frequency average (TF-IDF) of the expanded terms. This generation of query vectors deserves deeper and more specific experiments, once it has been implemented with the intent of making the document vectors’ evaluation within a search engine possible.

Finally, the evaluation of the search engines’ results have taken place by 9 different users. In this work, only the recall has been evaluated, as all of the approaches including the current search from ARTigo might achieve good precision. Therefore, only the results that do not contain any of the query terms are listed. The question that the users answered while evaluating each method was: how many of the 12 resulted documents are strongly related to the search query? With an overall accuracy of 49.46%, word2vec’s vector averaging approach has outperformed synonym lists (46.60%) and doc2vec (19.60%).

Future work

This work leaves many possible further experiments and improvements that can be performed within ARTigo’s taggings and search engine. In the aspect of word embeddings, one can re-execute the experiments with word2vec on its other algorithm, skip-gram. Also, the hyper-parameters of word2vec can all be tested again for doc2vec. In order to capture polysemy in word and document vectors, POS-tagging could be applied. However, running automated POS-taggers on unstructured data such as folksonomies would prob-
ably not deliver good results. Hence, such a task might be best done by humans and can be very exhaustive depending on how ambiguous the dataset is. Therefore, a GWAP on ARTigo platform could be developed for solving the POS-tagging problem.

Going beyond the well-known synonyms and the grammatically correct related words, one can expand the scope of ARTigo’s synonymy by mining morphological variations that could appear in many German dialects. Since a folksonomy is created by a regular user, it might absorb user-related context. The need of filtering out this colloquial content depends on the task being requested. One can even discover common out-of-dictionary terms that can make a lot of sense for many users within a search.

For the sake of ARTigo’s semantic quality, other procedures can be executed. Regardless of colloquial words being in the middle of it, problems such as spelling errors and typos can considerably reduce the accuracy of word embedding models as well as of regular TF-IDF-based search. Although ARTigo’s game environment takes into account only tags with frequency higher than a certain threshold, typos such as amnn (from mann) appear in the training set. These tasks of correcting words can also be very time-consuming and at least would require human-based validation for quality assurance.

In the aspect of ARTigo’s search functionalities, a technique called relevance feedback could be a good filtering option for refining search queries. Since many ARTigo users have already played or regularly play the GWAP’s to tag the artworks, with relevance feedback one can expand the user experience in the search results as well. After entering a simple query, the user selects relevant artworks and gets a refined result set that is similar to the selected artworks. This feature can be easily integrated with the Rocchio algorithm whose implementation is based on TF-IDF weighting and is offered by a Solr plugin[^1]. Meanwhile, word embedding models such as word2vec and doc2vec can also be used for finding similar documents given a pre-selected set of documents. To retrieve artworks also by measuring similarity based on other features like color and edges, one could transform the results achieved by Tänzel [^2] into labels for a doc2vec model.

ARTigo’s current search engine does not support synonym expansion at query time. It means, if a user enters a query composed only by terms that are not in the search engine’s term-document matrix or document vectors, the user gets no results back, even if synonyms of these terms are present in the vocabulary. This issue can be addressed by word embeddings as well. To achieve good word similarities between the ones present and the ones missing in the vocabulary, a word2vec model can be trained on a corpus optimized for this task. The most important requirement would be the vocabulary coverage of the corpus to be trained regarding the search engine’s corpus. In the best case, ARTigo’s vocabulary should be a subset of the expansion vocabulary. One simple solution for the vocabulary problem would be to take a pre-trained word2vec model trained on Wikipedia’s dataset. That way, no matter for what terms a user finds results on Wikipedia, it will also find context-related results for those terms on ARTigo. Another meaningful suggestion would be to investigate Elasticsearch[^2] as an alternative option to Apache Solr as underlying framework.

Besides the algorithms, a search engine evaluation depends a lot on the chosen test queries. So that the quality of the queries can be ensured, one could evaluate them as well using Fleiss’ Kappa, which is a statistical measure for the reliability of agreement between a fixed number of raters. One significant reason for evaluating also the quality of chosen test queries is that every user can interpret them differently. To prove that, two subjects have been observed while selecting the relevant results of the queries for the reported evaluation. The first is a computational linguist, who has not participated in the development of art2vec but uses search engines daily. The second is a specialist on art history and literature. In the query mensch (*human being, person*), the first subject has chosen all the images

[^1]: Solr plugin for relevance feedback by Dice: [https://github.com/DiceTechJobs/RelevancyFeedback](https://github.com/DiceTechJobs/RelevancyFeedback)
[^2]: Elastic’s search engine API: [https://www.elastic.co/](https://www.elastic.co/)
on which a human-like figure is present (8 out of 12). Being more capable of identifying the semantics of the whole result set, without any advising, the second subject has carefully distinguished between persons (1 out of 12), gods and human-like creatures from the mythology for the same result set evaluated by the first subject. That is an impressive difference between the interpretations of the observed subjects during evaluation of such a simple and common search query.

Conclusion

Building a semantic search engine based on word embedding techniques such as word2vec and doc2vec requires the observation of many aspects. These can be related whether to information retrieval or to natural language processing tasks. The quality of the results in all of these tasks has to be evaluated. This thesis has evaluated the semantic expressiveness of the generated word and document vectors. Along with that, the use of these document vectors as retrieval data source has been evaluated by measuring the recall. The experiments in this work have shown that implementing a semantic search with word embeddings can be a helpful way of bringing those documents, previously recognized as false negatives, into the search result set.


APPENDIX A

Art2vec's tool set

0. Before starting

- the art2vec repository can be found at: https://gitlab.pms.ifi.lmu.de/bognerm/art2vec
- clone this repository into the webserver root, where python and php files are able to run
- open a terminal to work with the tools, change the directory to this repository and stay there to run the tools
- every tool references files from this directory on, so if the current directory is not art2vec then the tools will not work
- all the tools's arguments are required and described below
- one can run every tool separately or just run bash run.sh to automatically run all the tools one by one with the already optimized argument values for the ARTigo dataset
- all file names for word2vec models are identified by:
  preprocess_algorithm_optimization_min-count_alpha_window_negative_vector-size
- all file names for doc2vec models are identified by:
  preprocess_alg_opt_wv-average_min-count_alpha_window_negative_vector-size

1. Installing solr

- If needed, run the tool bash solr/tool/dependencies.sh before installing Solr. This tool installs: java, apache2, curl, php, python3, gensim, sklearn, matplotlib, numpy.
- **ATTENTION!!! The next tool will uninstall any existing Solr version in the system! All data in Solr will be lost!**
- This tool removes exiting Solr versions, installs the proper Solr version for this project and creates and configures Solr core.
- $ bash solr/tool/install.sh
In case an error occurs due to missing dependencies, just rerun these both tools.

Check if the installation succeeded: http://localhost:8983/solr/#/art2vec

2. Pre-processing tags

- All the data sources for this project are stored in data/sources as .csv files containing different information about the artworks. The goal of this tool is to pre-process the taggings as desired and stored them in a proper format for later word2vec/doc2vec training and merging with other data fields.

- IMPORTANT: replace 1 with 0 “to turn off” the arguments 5-8.

- $ /usr/bin/python3 data/tool/preprocess.py artigo-taggings.csv 0 1 2 1 30 1

- Argument 1: tagging file name containing at least columns that represent document id, tag and tag count

- Argument 2, 3, 4: column position of document id, column position of tag, column position of tag count

- This tool takes for every document all its taggings and merges them into a single lined text.

- eg: mann 3 — frau 2 — bier 1

- Argument 5: repeat tags according to tag count
  - mann mann mann frau frau bier

- Argument 6: max number of repetitions for each tag, if 0 use tag count, e.g. 2:
  - mann mann frau frau bier

- Argument 7: shuffle tag order (outer)
  - frau frau bier mann mann

- Argument 8: shuffle tag order (inner)
  - mann bier frau mann frau

3. Training word2vec

- This tool will use the tags preprocessed in the section 2 as corpus to train a word2vec model and store it in word2vec/models.

- $ /usr/bin python3 word2vec/tool/train.py 13011.gz 0 0 5 0.025 5 5 100

- Arguments: file name, algorithm (1 for skip-gram, 0 for cbow), optimization (1 for negative sampling, 0 for hierarchical softmax), min count, training rate, window, negative samples, vector size

4. Evaluating word2vec models

- An adaptation of
  https://github.com/devmount/GermanWordEmbeddings/blob/master/evaluation.py

- $ /usr/bin/python3 word2vec/tool/evaluate.py 13011 0 0 150 0 0.003 25 15 150
• Argument 1: model name
• The evaluation statistics is saved under word2vec/data/results/.

5. Averaging word2vec models
• This tool averages the word vectors from a given word2vec model using sum or mean into document vectors.
• $ /usr/bin/python3 word2vec/tool/average.py 13011_0_0.150.003.25.15 1$
• Argument 1, 2: model name, average (1: mean, 0: sum)

6. Extracting document vectors from word2vec models
• This tool loads the given word2vec model, extracts its vectors and writes them in a .csv file for merging with the tags.
• $ /usr/bin/python3 word2vec/tool/extract.py 13011_0_0.150.003.25.15 1.npy w2v_150$
• Arguments 1, 2: doc2vec model, csv column name (must be same as in solr/configs/managed-schema)

7. Training doc2vec
• This tool will use the tags preprocessed in the part 2 of this manual as corpus to train a doc2vec model and store it in doc2vec/models.
• $ /usr/bin/python3 doc2vec/tool/train.py 13011.gz 100 0.030 25 15 150$
• Arguments 1, 2, 3: data file name (gzip format), vector size, iterations

8. Evaluating doc2vec models
• It evaluates a given number of documents in 3 different categories based on pre-defined corpus-specific search queries. To changed these queries, please edit this tool.
• $ /usr/bin/python3 doc2vec/tool/evaluate.py 13011_1_0_0.150.003.25.15 100 10$
• Argument 1, 2, 3: model name, number of documents to be sampled for each of the 3 categories, number of most-median-least similar documents for each of the samples to be examined
• The evaluation statistics is saved under doc2vec/data/results/.

9. Extracting document vectors
• This tool loads the given doc2vec model, extracts its vectors and writes them in a .csv file for merging with the tags.
• $ /usr/bin/python3 doc2vec/tool/extract.py 13011_1_0_0.150.003.25.15 d2v_150$
• Arguments 1, 2: doc2vec model, csv column name (must be same as in solr/configs/managed-schema)
10. Merging tags and metadata with word2vec and do2vec document vectors

- Builds the final file for importing into Solr.
- $ bash data/tool/merge-all.sh

11. Import vector file

- After merging the final file, run this tool to import all the data at once into Solr.
- $ bash solr/tool/import.sh
- ATTENTION!!! This tool uses curl which can break with message “empty reply from server”.
- Normally solr server continues to import after this message. If this does not happen, then run bash solr/tool/install.sh and bash solr/tool/import.sh again.

12. Art2vec's frontend

- open this art2vec repository in the browser and one can start making searches
- URL may be: http://localhost/art2vec/

---

**EXTRA TOOLS**

13. Query vector generation for word2vec models

- It expands the query terms by appending the 3 most similar word of each term. Then it averages (mean) all word vectors contained in the expanded query and so building a query vector.
- Arguments 1, 2: full path to word2vec model (IMPORTANT: not averaged!), “query terms in quotes”
- $ /usr/bin/python3 word2vec/tool/query.py
  /full/path/to/13011_0_0_150_003_25_15_150 "mann frau bier"
  -0.075648836,0.62597,1.39151555,-1.21589438368,0.14489697,0.525327,0.387357,0.6740211,1.7528240,0.44816,0.09120425,-2.19873714,-0.9967,-0.839131,...

15. Query vector generation for doc2vec models

- It expands the query terms by appending the 3 most similar word of each term. Then it repeats every term based on its average frequency in the corpus. Finally these expanded terms are used for inferring a document vector from the pre-trained doc2vec model, which is then the query vector.
- Arguments 1, 2, 3, 4: full path to doc2vec model, “query terms in quotes”, expand with most similar (1) or not (0), repeat each term based on its document frequency (1) or not (0), generate query vector through infer vector function of doc2vec (0) or retrieve most similar documents from the inferred document vector (1)
- $ /usr/bin/python3 doc2vec/tool/query.py 13011_1_0_0_150_003_25_15_150 "mann frau bier" 1 1 0
16. Synonym file generation

- Needs to be run with super user. It creates a Solr-friendly synonym file which is then written to /var/solr/data/art2vec/conf/synonyms.txt.
- No further configuration is needed for Solr to index the synonyms.
- Arguments 1, 2, 3: model file name, top n terms to build lists, top n most similar word for each term
- `sudo /usr/bin/python3 word2vec/tool/synonym.py 13011 0 0 150 003 25 15 150 500 3` sudo service solr restart

17. Bulk training for word2vec

- This tool helps on experimenting parameter values automatically.
- Arguments 1, 2, 3, word2vec args, LAST (optional): word2vec parameter name to be experimented, algorithm, optimization, averaging, all word2vec parameter values to be used including the one to be experimented (fill all with zeros to use the defaults), pre-processed tag file
- `$ /usr/bin/python3 word2vec/tool/experiment.py min_count 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13011.gz`
- Parameter ranges to be experimented:
  - `pre_process = ['0000.gz', '0010.gz', '0011.gz', '0100.gz', '0101.gz', '0110.gz', '0111.gz', '1000.gz', '1001.gz', '1010.gz', '1011.gz', '13011.gz', '13511.gz']`
  - `min_count = [1, 5, 15, 30, 50, 75, 100, 150, 175, 200]`
  - `alpha = [0.001, 0.002, 0.003, 0.004, 0.005, 0.006, 0.007, 0.008, 0.009, 0.010]`
  - `window = [3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25]`
  - `negative = [2, 3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25]`
  - `vector_size = [50, 100, 150, 200, 300, 500]`
- All the trained models are saved in the path word2vec/models. The evaluation tool is executed when the training of each model is finished.

18. Bulk training for doc2vec

- This tool helps on experimenting parameter values automatically.
- Arguments 1, 2, 3, 4, word2vec args, LAST (optional): word2vec parameter name to be experimented, algorithm, optimization, averaging, all word2vec parameter values to be used including the one to be experimented (fill all with zeros to use the defaults), pre-processed tag file
- `$ /usr/bin/python3 word2vec/tool/experiment.py min_count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13011.gz`
- Parameter ranges to be experimented: same as above for word2vec.
- All the trained models are saved in the path doc2vec/models.
19. Search engine’s recall evaluation

- Building query files
  - write the search queries to be evaluated in the file `eval/queries.txt` separated by new line.
  - run build file: `php eval/build.php`
  - all the results for each query for every method (synonym, word2vec and doc2vec) are then saved into `eval/var/queries/`.

- Opening eval frontend page:
  - URL may be: `http://localhost/art2vec/eval/`
  - evaluation real-time statistics: `http://localhost/art2vec/eval/rslts/`

20. Extracting vocabulary

- An adaptation of 
  https://github.com/devmount/GermanWordEmbeddings/blob/master/vocabulary.py

- It creates a text file containing the entire vocabulary with its frequency count from the given model.

- Arguments 1, 2: model name, file to store the vocabulary

  $ /usr/bin/python3 word2vec/tool/vocabulary.py 13011_0_0_150_003_25_15_150

  word2vec/data/13011_0_0_150_003_25_15_150.vocab

21. Visualizing word relationships

- An adaptation of
  https://github.com/devmount/GermanWordEmbeddings/blob/master/visualize.py

- This tool plots the position of word pairs in the vector space using PCA. To change the pairs to be plotted, please edit this file.

- Arguments 1, 2: model name, file to store the vocabulary

  $ /usr/bin/python3 word2vec/tool/visualize.py 13011_0_0_150_003_25_15_150

  word2vec/data/13011_0_0_150_003_25_15_150.vocab

22. Solr request URLs examples

- SOLR_URL = 'http://localhost:8983/solr/#'

- word2vec:
  SOLR_URL/art2vec/query?fl=ids&q={!vp%20f=w2v_150%20vector='-%0.075643,'...'}

- doc2vec:
  SOLR_URL/art2vec/query?fl=ids&q={!vp%20f=d2v_150%20vector='0.101999,'...'}

- standard keyword request (TF-IDF):
  SOLR_URL/art2vec/select?df=tags&fl=id,tags&q='mann%20frau%20bier'

- standard keyword request with excluded keywords (TF-IDF):
  SOLR_URL/art2vec/select?df=tags&fl=id,tags&q='bart'&fq='~mann'

- relevance feedback request (Rocchio algorithm):
  SOLR_URL/art2vec/rf?rf.q=id:5715+id:11750&df=tags&fl=id,tags

- standard by id request: SOLR_URL/art2vec/get?ids=334380,304976&fl=id,tags